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Quantitative measurements of the line and continua emissivities and the analyses of spectral line
profiles are essential steps in the interpretation of the x-ray emission from high-temperature fusion
plasmas. One method of placing the emissivities on an absolute basis is to use an absolutely
calibrated spectrometer to record the data. The overall sensitivity of the spectrometer can be
constructed in terms of the efficiencies of its separate components, the most intractable being R, ,
the reflection integral of the diffractor. To this end, a new, compact, two-axis diffractometer,
incorporating modern robotic technology, such as direct-drive servomotors with closed-loop
operation from built-in arcsec optical encoders, has been constructed. Improved features of this
double-axis goniometer include the use of fixed line-of-sight x-ray sources with the capability of
operation in the (1,-l) parallel, nondispersive mode or the antiparallel, (l,+l), dispersive mode.
The diffractometer is now being used to calibrate x-ray diffractors, filters, mirrors, and detectors
associated with x-ray spectroscopy of fusion plasmas. At certain wavelengths, where line branching
ratios involving visible transitions are available, the fusion plasma may itself be used as a transfer
standard of x-ray luminosity, allowing an independent check on the diffractometer values of
R,. Applications to the analyses of impurity concentrations in tokamaks are described while
future applications of the diffractometer to radiation damage studies of x-ray and optical
components [Hill et aZ., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63, 5032 (1992)] used in D-T burning plasma
experiments are envisaged. 3 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION
In tokamak plasmas, the radiated power loss from nonfuel ions can amount to between - 10% and - 100% of the
input power, de ending on the operating conditions. Spectroscopic studies” B of the UV and x-ray line and continua emissivities are uniquely used to derive the elemental components of the total radiated power PRAD(TOT)=ZiPRAD(ZI)
and of the effective ion charge state

-Gff=C

problem, however. The relative line strengths from the various ion species have been used with some success, when
their estimated Pm(Zi)
contributions are normalized to the

niZF
n,’

i

I

Such information is valuable in assessing the performance of
the plasma, particularly where magnetic divertor fields are
designed to control the impurity content in the core and
where gettering agents (Be, B, Si, Ti, etc.) are used to reduce
the oxygen content. These elements plus He, C, Cl, and metals from the vacuum vessel tend to be the most common
contaminants, with emphasis on the lighter elements, particularly C. Their contributions to the total radiated power are
derived from their K- and sometimes, Lshell emission in the
XUV or x-ray regions (see, for example, Fig. 1). The interpretation of signal strengths from x-ray lines in terms of
elemental concentrations in the plasma is something of a
@Be abstract for this paper appears in the Proceedings of the Tenth Topical
Conference on High Temperature Plasma Diagnostics in Part II, Rev. Sci.
Instrum. 66, 529 (1995).
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FIG. 1. Carbon and beryllium spectra recorded from the JET tokamak using
(a) W-S1 multilayer, 2d=44 & (b) Ni-C multilayer, Zd= 117 A.
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FIG. 3. Schematic of two-axis diffractometer with fixed position for the
x-ray source.

source and detectors on swinging arms, preserving the &-+28
relation, where H is the Bragg angle. The main advantage of
the system adopted here’ is that the source to diffractor “1”
optical axis remains fixed while the second axis of the goniometer is free to rotate around the first, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
thus making a versatile instrument where the source can be
readily changed. One disadvantage of a two-axis diffractor is
that the single-crystal diffraction integral,

FIG. 2. Principal configurations of a two-axis diffractometer.

bolometric values of P,n(TOT).’ A more rigorous method,
however, is to measure absolute irradiances using a transfer
standard of x-ray~luminosity such as a synchrotron.4 Transfer
standards are notoriously awkward to use due to polarization
and f/number mismatch with the plasma source. Ideally, the
plasma source itself should be the transfer standard and as
we shall see, using branching line ratios, this is sometimes
possible. In this paper we opt for the construction of the
overall absolute sensitivity of the spectrometer from the efficiencies of the separate components. This has been done for
grating spectrometers? where the main problem is diffraction
grating efficiency. Analogously, we focus on the problem of
diffractor efficiency. One possibility is to use an extended
x-ray vacuum anode source in situ to simulate the plasma6p7
but this suffers from the disadvantage that the spectral bandwidth is, to some small extent, indeterminate due to the presence of background continuum. In the two-axis reflection
technique adopted here, the first diffractor provides a near
monochromatic illumination of the seco-nd diffractor, whose
integrated reflection efficiency is independent of the source
bandwidth, provided that the diffractor properties do not
change over small (-0.1”) changes in the Bragg angle.

R,=.

I

VT12

0

PCWO,

where P( 0) is the intensity, or Prins function, of the diffraction profile, is not measured directly, but has to be. derived

II. DIFFRACTOR CONFIGURATIONS
The different optical configurations used in a two-axis
diffractometer are illustrated in Fig. 2. In the parallel mode
the diffractometer analyzes the diffractor characteristics,
while the antiparallel, dispersive mode analyzes the source
spectral intensity. Alternating diffractor “2” between the two
modes gives diffraction angle differences of (~-28) and
hence the lattice spacing. In most conventional two-axis systems, the locations of the axes are fixed in space with the
1176
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FIG. 4. Photograph of direct drive motors used in the two-axis configuration
inside the diffractometer vacuum chamber.
Plasma diagnostics
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from the measured two-crystal reflection integral, after taking into account polarization changes imposed by the ,first
diffractor. Thus,
Rcc=‘X

I h..
ne
collir
!J-

l+k2
(l+k)h
e,;zg’?;

where k( 0) =R,,JR,,
is the polarization ratio which can be
estimated or minimized by using low Bragg angles at the
_ first diffractor.” In practice, R,,
is measured from
R,,= Em/IO, where E is the integrated counts on the detector, while scanning diffractor “2,” with a rate of change of
II=w. The bandwidth of Ia, the incident intensity onto diffractor “2,” is, of course, much smaller than the detector
resolution. For analyses of the plasma emission line shapes
in terms of plasma ion temperature and plasma fluid motion,
measurements of R, are not enough and only accurate measurements of P( 0) at the arcsec level will suffice. The goniometer described here is well capable of this accuracy.

Ill. DESCRIPTION

OF TWO-AXIS GONIOMETER

The two-axis goniometer employs direct drives, greatly
simplifying the design and operation of. the rotary tables. The
mass production of these motors for industrial use has resulted in a large cost saving over specialized systems designed only a few years ago.6 The main mechanism, as
shown schematically in Fig. 3 and by the photograph in Fig.
4, consists of a base, mounted onto which are four directdrive motors, two on each axis, with an interaxial connecting
plate. The motors are positioned to about 2 arcsec by closedloop feedback from built-in optical encoders. Crystal holders
and the detector are provided with translation, rotation, and
tilt mechanisms. The whole assembly provides all the motions required to achieve the configurations shown in Figs.
2(c) and 2(d). The detector is a single-wire gas proportional
counter with windows back and front and is able to access
Bragg angles up to 85”. The vacuum diode, x-ray sources are
either conventional, 5-50 keV, sealed-off tubes giving Kand L-shell lines from the commoa metals or a demountable
source1o for low-energies (<5 keV). The control system (by

z

uas

ec’

detector
2

FIG. 5. Optical ray diagram of Bragg rotor spectrometer.

Micromech Ltd., U.K.) for the motor drives requires only an
RS232 link from a PC to control the drives; using a highlevel command language.
IV. .OVEl?ALL SENSITIVITY
SPiXTROMETER

OF (BRAGG)

We illustrate the use of the diffractometer by constructing the absolute sensitivity of a flat crystal, x-ray survey
spectrometer, the Bragg Rotor,“‘r2 commonly used at the
Culham Laboratory and JET (see, e.g., Fig. 1). This spectrometer has the advantage of readily accommodating flat
synthetic multilayers, Langmuir-Blodgett
films, -and other
diffractors
suitable for long wavelength, 020
A,
diffraction.13 The essential elements required to calculate the
integrated signal, in counts, when scanning through a typical
plasma x-ray line are illustrated in Fig. 5. The integrated
count in scanning a line is
N=dX)Az

2Rc

(1)

$,&,~s7/hr

where the symbols are explained in Table I. As an example,
we consider the Al XII “w” resonance transition at 7.757 A,
due to “laser blow-off” injection in the COMPASS-D tokamak. The effective count rate, with no additional absorbers,
peaks at 6.25 MHz using an EDDT crystal rotating at 3 Hz.

TABLE I. Breakdown of terms in E?q.(1) giving estimates of count rate.
Component
M Integrated counts for Al XII line at 7.757 A
e(X)Az: line irradiance
.* * : collimator acceptance angle in plane of dispersion
w: rate of change of Bragg angle
R, : integrated reflectivity of diffractor
ICY: collimator acceptance angle perp. to dispersion
h, : projected height of crystal at collimator
h,, : projected width of crystal at collimator
77s: transmission of structural elements
n : efficiency of windows and detector
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Description
SANCO ion diffusion
model
Resolving power

2rf
EDDT (020)
2D=8.808 L%
sight tube
flnumber
sight-tube
clearance

Value
1.56X lo3
1.4x10’3
photons/s cm*
0.002 rad.
(1:500)
67r rad/s
7X 10v5 rad (Ref. 14)
0.05 rad.
2.15 cm
1.8 cm
O.S8 net
0.82 net
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PIG. 6. Ion diffusion mpdel (SANCO) of aluminum ion emission in the
COMPASS-D tokamak. T,(O) = 1 keV, h,(O) = 6.6X 1 019 mb3. The irradiante e(X)Az of Al XII “w” line is 1.4X10” photons m-a s-l. The Al XII
Ly, volume emissivity is also shown (normalized to “w” line).

The factor R, has not been measured using the present diffractometer, but has been taken from a previous two-axis
goniometer study of EDDT at Leicester University.14 The
count rate is mainly dependent on the electron density II, and
the Al ion density in the core plasma. The irradiance of the
line, E(X)&, is generated using the SANCO ion diffusion

Singlet

1
2’Pz

code with established diffusive and convective paramete
and the COMPASS T,(r) and n,(r) radial distributions, F
6. We adopt a parameter (n,(r= O)N[AlXII(r = 0)]) as
main quantity Q determining the count rate. The Bragg spy
trometer gives a value of Q = 3.27X 10z3 cm-‘, in agrl
ment with estimates derived from the Si(Li) detec
spectrum.l’

P”P,

h
A

V. ABSOLUTE
RATIOS
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CALIBRATION

USING BRANCHING

Branching ratios, see, e.g., Fig. 7, from the ls2p 3
common, upper level in He-like ions of the light eleme
Be, B, and C are attractive candidates for establishi
absolute line irradiances from fusion plasmas in the s
x-ray
region.16
The
long-wavelength
brar
(1~2s 3S,-ls2p
3P1) lies in the near visible, where fil
optics transmission is possible and where the line intens
can be calibrated against a standard lamp. For B IV,
branching ratio A (2826.66 &A(61.089 A) is 11/l. The 101
wavelength component is well separated from the neighb

FIG. 7. Term scheme of B IV
1178
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The overall sensitivity of a flat crystal spectrometer has
been constructed from the reflection integral of the diffractor
R, and other geometric and efficiency factors. The spectrometer efficiency is in reasonable agreement with the observed
count rates expected from model calculations of the absolute
x-ray line emissivities from the COMPASS-D tokamak. The
immediate use of the two-axis goniometer will be to check
R, for OHM crystals and to compare the absolute spectrometer sensitivity with that derived from branching ratios. In
the longer term, the goniometer will be used for R, measurements of synthetic multilayer diffract&s and mirrors now
being considered for D-T fusion experiments.

_-

Equilibrium
- - Transient

100

10

I- (eV)
FIG. 9. Model calculation of the ratio of Is”-ls2p
transitions in B JV.

3PI/lsz-ls2p

IPI

ing components of the triplet with even a modest resolution
(0.6 m Spex spectrometer), while the short wavelength
(l~“~S,-ls2p~P,)
is readily resolved from the parent
(1s ‘St-ls2p
‘P, j line using an OHM crystal as shown by
the data from the COMPASS-D tokamak in Figs. 8(a) and
8(b). Typically, in these plasma experiments, the intensity
ratio (Ii/IO) of the intercombination to allowed x-ray lines
lies in the range 0.1-0.3, depending on plasma parameters,
Fig. 9. The B IV emission is predominantly from transient,
i.e., rapidly diffusing, ions about 4 cm inboard of the plasma
edge where T,~200 eV. In the case where the 61.089 A line
is obscured in the noise level, the parent line at 60.31 A may
be used as a secondary standard, provided that (ii/Z,) is well
established over a set of similar takamak discharges.
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